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‘I am sorry for the boy or girl, or man or woman,
who has not been touched by the spell of this
mysterious sensorial life, with its irrationality,
if you like to call it, but its vigilance and its
supreme felicity. The holidays of life are its
vitally significant portions, because they are,
or at least should be, covered with just this
kind of magically irresponsible spell.’
William James, ‘On a Certain Blindness
in Human Beings’.
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Socialism
What do we think about when we think
about football? Football is about so many things,
so many complex, contradictory and conflicting
things: memory, history, place, social class, gender
in all its troubled variations (especially masculinity,
but increasingly femininity too), family identity,
tribal identity, national identity, the nature of
groups, both groups of players and groups of fans,
and the often violent but sometimes pacific and
quietly admiring relation between our own group
and other groups.
Football is a tactical game, obviously. It requires
discipline and relentless training to maintain the
fitness of the players, but – more importantly – to
attain and retain the shape of the team. A team is
a grid, a dynamic figuration, a matrix of moving
nodes, endlessly shifting, but all the while trying
Socialism
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to keep its shape, to retain its form. A team is a
mobile shifting form pitted against another form,
that of the opposing team. The purpose of the shape
of the team – regardless of possession, regardless of
whether you play offensively or defensively – is to
occupy and control space. The way a football team
tries to control space has obvious analogies with
the policing of space or the militarization of space,
whether in terms of attack or retreat, occupation or
siege. A football team should be organized like a
small army: a compact, unified, mobile and skilled
force, with a clear chain of command. As many have
said before, football is the continuation of war by
other means, but the means of football are clearly
bellicose: it is about victory (and sometimes heroic
defeat).1
As Bill Shankly – my boyhood hero and
legendary Liverpool Football Club manager from
1959 to 1974 – said, football is about basic things:
control the ball and pass, control and pass, all the
time. When controlling and passing is combined
with movement and speed, where, after each pass,
there are two or three options open to the player with
the ball, then eventually the team with the ball will
score. And whoever scores the most goals wins. It’s
2 |
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as simple as that. But as the late, great Johan Cruyff,
said, ‘Playing football is very simple, but playing
simple football is the hardest thing there is.’
Unlike sports like golf and tennis, or even baseball,
cricket and basketball, football is not individualistic.
Although there is no doubt that it has a celebritydriven star-system where players demand and exert
ever-increasing amounts of financial autonomy,
football is not just about the individual players, no
matter how gifted they might be. It is about the team.
Football is essentially collaborative. It is about the
movement between players who play together and play
with and for each other and who make up the mobile
spatial web of a team. Now, a team can be made up
of truly gifted individual players, like Barcelona, or
of less gifted individuals who function together as
a fused group, an effective unit of self-organization
where each player knows exactly the role they play in
the overall formation of the team. I think of teams
like Leicester City in the English Premier League in
the 2015–16 season (who really gave football back to
the fans), or a team like Costa Rica in the 2014 World
Cup or Iceland in the 2016 European Championship.
With teams like this, the whole is clearly greater than
the sum of the parts.
4 |
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It is no accident that when Jean-Paul Sartre was
trying to think about the nature of organization,
he turned to football.2 The free action or activity –
what Sartre call ‘praxis’ – of the individual player
is subordinated to the team, both integrated into
it and transcending it, where the collective action
of the group permits the refinement of individual
action through immersion into the organizational
structure of the team. What is taking place in an
organized team is a never ceasing dialectic between
the associative, collective activity of the group and
the supportive, flourishing individual actions of the
players whose being is only given through the team.
What continually compels Sartre’s attention is how an
organization shapes the relation between individual
and collective action, in the constantly shifting,
dynamic form of a football team. The individual
motions of each player are predetermined by their
function – being a good goalkeeper, being a decent
central defender, holding midfielder or whatever –
but these individual functions find elevation and
transcendence in the collaborative, creative practice
of a team that plays well together. When a team
does not play well together, then collective action
collapses into its atomized, individual parts and the
Socialism
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whole thing falls apart, players blame each other and
the fans turn on individual players. This is bad form,
in all senses.
The essentially collaborative nature of football
extends to the patterns of sociability amongst the
players, and the contrast between the team that plays
for each other and the team where each player plays
for themselves – the Lionel Messi versus Cristiano
Ronaldo dialectic, if you like. To be clear, I am
talking about the formal sociability of a team as a
functioning unit, an effective interactive grid. If
a team plays well together on the pitch, then they
might get along pretty well together off the pitch.
But not necessarily. Some of the players in the World
Cup-winning French team of 1998 apparently never
talked off the pitch, and the great Eric Cantona was
apparently not that sociable when he totally defined
the style of Manchester United’s Premier League
domination of the 1990s. And with the increasing
multilingualism and cultural range from which
players are drawn (let alone how incredibly young
so many of them are), I wonder what they talk about
and what they really have in common. But what
matters is the formality of the common football
language they speak when they play together.
6 |
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These patterns of sociability find both their
echo and their energy in the collective life of the
fans (and it is the fans that really interest me. But
we’ll come back to that). This sociability extends
to the very name of the sport that we are talking
about: Association Football, which abbreviates into
soccer in the United States, although football was
very commonly referred to as soccer in the UK
until the 1970s before it was later misunderstood
as an Americanism. Football is the movement of
the socius, the free association of human beings, as
Marx said in Capital (although – sadly – he wasn’t
talking about football).3 The reason why football is
so important to so many of us is precisely because of
the experience of association at its heart and the vivid
sense of community that it provides. To push this a
little further and admittedly go out on a limb, we
might say that the proper political form of football
is socialism. Freedom is not experienced apart
from others, but only in and through association,
where collective action both integrates and elevates
individual action. To quote Bill Shankly once again
– and you can find similar sentiments expressed by
the Brazilian legend Socrates, or the Marxist West
German 1974 World Cup winner, Paul Breitner,
Socialism
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or the former Argentinian captain Xavier Zanetti
– ‘The socialism I believe in is not really politics.
It is a way of living. It is humanity. I believe the
way to live and be truly successful is by collective
effort, with everyone working for each other,
everyone helping each other, and everyone having a
share of the rewards at the end of the day.’ Brian
Clough, who was a regular on picket lines during
the miners’ strike in England in the 1980s, said, ‘For
me, socialism comes from the heart. I don’t see why
certain sections of the community should have the
franchise on champagne and big houses.’ As Barney
Ronay points out, ‘The majority of Premiership clubs
have their roots in either a local church or a local
pub … A living riposte to the Thatcherite notion
that there is no such thing as society’.4
Of course, such socialist sentiments seem
ridiculous – indeed, positively laughable – especially
when we think of the autocracy and sump of
corruption that is FIFA, football’s governing body
based in the bourgeois comfort of Zurich. But such
sentimentality also seems risible because of the
massive and ever-increasing influence of money in
football, where players are encouraged – or, in many
cases, compelled – by their greedy agents to act like
Socialism
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mercenaries, clubs are the playthings of the superrich and powerful, and where the devotion of fans is
greedily monetized and loyalty is taken for granted at
every conceivable moment. And here is perhaps the
most basic and profound contradiction of football:
its form is association, socialism, the sociability and
collective action of players and fans, and yet its material
substrate is money: dirty money, often from highly
questionable, under-scrutinized sources. Football is
completely commodified, saturated in sponsorship
and the most vulgar and stupid branding (think
of the endless advertisements during Champions
League – Heineken in the US, Gazprom in Russia,
and so on – and the omnipresence of FIFA World
Cup sponsors like McDonalds and Budweiser). It is
a monetized and sometimes unbearable spectacle of
whatever period of capitalism (late, really late, last
minute, or even end-of-days) we are trying to survive
through. It can be hideous. And yet I still insist that
football is not just that. It is much more. To quote
Cruyff again, ‘Why couldn’t you beat a richer club.
I’ve never seen a bag of money score a goal.’ Perhaps
what brings us together, as spectators and lovers of
the game, is the simultaneous truth and untruth of
Cruyff’s sentiment.
10 |
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On the one hand, we require a vigorous and
rigorous critique of the corrupt transnational
corporate structure of football. This could be
achieved through a Marxist analysis of the capital
flows and inequity in the ownership of the means of
football production, or an analysis of power relations
in football, in the spirit of someone like Michel
Foucault. Such a critique must not shy away from the
intrinsic connections between football and violence,
football and war, football and colonialism, football
and racism, and football and forms of retrograde and
atavistic nationalism (as evidenced in the ugly clashes
between English and Russian fans in France during
the 2016 European Championships, but examples are
sadly legion). The need for such a critique is utterly
urgent, particularly with the extremely depressing
prospect of the next two World Cups being played in
Russia and Qatar, in 2018 and 2022, where clearly
both decisions were consequences of the systemic
corruption of FIFA.
But, on the other hand, football also requires a
poetics, more focused on form, that can attempt to
evoke its often powerful and deeply moving beauty.
As the Argentine coach Marcelo Bielsa (an inspiration
to some, like Spurs coach Mauricio Pochettino, and
12 |
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a mad genius to others) says, the essence of football
is a gesture at the service of beauty.5 For there is
beauty here: the beauty of the players, the effusive
green of the grass intersected with crisp, geometrical
white lines; the beauty of the ever-shifting shapes,
interconnecting, interlocking movements, dynamic
grids and nodal formations on the pitch; and the
beauty of the banners and flags waved by the fans
and the sound, force and rhythm of their songs. And
there is grace, an unforced and at times unwilled
movement and elegance. I think, obviously, of a
player like Zinedine Zidane, especially as he appears
in the wonderful 2006 movie by Philippe Parreno
and Douglas Gordon, but also of the extraordinary
poise and movement of players like Roberto Baggio,
Paolo Maldini, Thierry Henry, Andrea Pirlo or
Andrés Iniesta. But I also think of the simple grace
with which an entire team can move, say, for example,
during the first half of Germany’s 7-1 Destruktion
of Brazil in the 2014 World Cup. What was most
impressive about the latter was the simplicity of the
German play: control and pass, control and pass,
move into space, receive the ball, shoot, score.
Association Football is often called the beautiful
game without that thought ever going anywhere.
Socialism
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Why is it beautiful and in what does its beauty
consist? In this little book, I will use the method
of what philosophers call phenomenology to try
and give some kind of answer to these questions.
Phenomenology is a philosophical tradition
that begins in the early twentieth century in the
writings of Husserl and finds its decisive existential
elaboration in the work of Heidegger, Sartre and
Merleau-Ponty. It is very simple: phenomenology
is the description of what shows itself to us in our
everyday existence. It is the attempt to bring to the
level of reflection what we pass over in our largely
and happily unreflective lives. It is the attempt to
make explicit what is implicit in our experience. This
is why Merleau-Ponty describes phenomenology as
relearning to see the world. The phenomenological
approach will lead us into a poetics of time, space,
drama and all the elements of what William James
calls ‘this mysterious sensorial life’ that make up the
varieties of football experience. My hope is that this
approach will enable the reader to see the beauty of
football with slightly different eyes.
How do we negotiate the contradiction between
the need for a critique of football and the possibility of
its poetics? Can the conflict between the association
Socialism
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and socialism of football’s form and the rampant
capitalism of its matter be resolved? At this point,
I could say something cowardly like ‘this task is
beyond my capabilities in this book’. But that would
be too cheap. Rather, I think that the contradiction
should just be left open, not so much as a dialectic
that defies reconciliation as an open wound that we
continue to scratch at the beginning of every match,
every tournament, every season. Football is a game
that compels and delights us, to the same extent that
it exasperates and disgusts us. Delight and disgust
are equally justified reactions to the game and they
rotate in equal measure in every game we watch. In
this book, I want to focus primarily on the delight,
on the poetics of football, a phenomenology of the
beautiful game.

To be clear, I am not here attempting to write a
‘philosophy of football’, in the sense of crafting a
series of axioms, categories or principles – let alone
a system – that one might derive from watching the
game.6 On the contrary, the philosophical tradition
to which I feel closest – phenomenology – attempts
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